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ABSTRACT: We present an eﬃcient way to compute the excitation
energies in molecules and solids within linear-response time-dependent
density functional theory (LR-TDDFT). Conventional methods to
construct and diagonalize the LR-TDDFT Hamiltonian require ultrahigh
computational cost, limiting its optoelectronic applications to small
systems. Our new method is based on the interpolative separable density
ﬁtting (ISDF) decomposition combined with implicitly constructing and
iteratively diagonalizing the LR-TDDFT Hamiltonian and only requires
low computational cost to accelerate the LR-TDDFT calculations in the
plane-wave basis sets under the periodic boundary condition. We show
that this method accurately reproduces excitation energies in a fullerene
(C60) molecule and bulk silicon Si64 system with signiﬁcantly reduced
computational cost compared to conventional direct and iterative
calculations. The eﬃciency of this ISDF method enables us to investigate
the excited-state properties of liquid water absorption on MoS2 and phosphorene by using the LR-TDDFT calculations. Our
computational results show that an aqueous environment has a weak eﬀect on low excitation energies but a strong eﬀect on high
excitation energies of 2D semiconductors for photocatalytic water splitting.

1. INTRODUCTION

For small molecular systems, the LR-TDDFT calculations
can be directly solved by using the direct diagonalization
method. For this method, there are two expensive parts: one is
to explicitly construct the LR-TDDFT Hamiltonian with high
computational complexity of O(N5e ), and another is to directly
diagonalize the LR-TDDFT Hamiltonian with ultrahigh
computational complexity of O(N6e ) where Ne is the number
of electrons in the systems. This method has been widely used
in small localized basis sets, especially for Gaussian basis sets.
However, for large molecular and solid systems, the direct
diagonalization method becomes prohibitively expensive as the
system size increases, especially for large uniform basis sets
with high accuracy, such as the plane-wave basis sets.
An alternative more eﬀective method to extract low-lying
excited-state energies by using implicitly constructing and
iteratively diagonalizing the LR-TDDFT Hamiltonian is the
subspace iterative diagonalization method, such as the
Davidson,7 Lanczos,8 and LOBPCG9 algorithms. The iterative
diagonalization method only requires low computational

1

Time-dependent density functional theory (TDDFT) is a
powerful tool to describe the excited-state properties in
molecules and solids, which are essential to understanding
photochemical phenomena, such as photocatalysis and photovoltaics. There are two schemes for solving the time-dependent
Schrödinger equation within the framework of TDDFT.2,3 One
is to propagate the molecular orbitals on a real-space grid in
the time domain following a transient photoexcitation,4 known
as real-time TDDFT (RT-TDDFT), which is particularly
suitable for the study of electron dynamics. Another is the
Casida5 or Sternheimer6 equation formulated in the frequency
domain via linear-response theory, also known as linearresponse TDDFT (LR-TDDFT), which is the most common
formulation used to simulate excited-state properties, such as
excitation energies and absorption spectra. The excited-state
simulations by using the RT-TDDFT or LR-TDDFT schemes
have been reported for a large variety of photoinduced
processes in molecular and solid materials. However, as the
system size increases, the cost of conventional LR-TDDFT
calculations becomes prohibitively expensive.2,3 Therefore, it is
still challenging to explore the excited-state properties of largescale systems containing hundreds of atoms with the LRTDDFT calculations.
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complexity of O(N3e ) ∼ O(N4e ) and can be used in both small
localized (Gaussian) and large uniform (plane-wave) basis
sets.10,11
For the construction of the LR-TDDFT Hamiltonian,
various methods have also been proposed for improving the
eﬃciency of computing the two-electron integrals, such as the
Resolution-of-the-identity (RI-K)12−15 approximation, pairatomic resolution-of-identity (PARI-K)16 method, the occupied orbital RI-K (occ-RI-K)17 algorithm, the chain-of-spheres
exchange (COSX)18,19 algorithm, the auxiliary density matrix
method (ADMM),20,21 and the tensor hypercontraction
(THC) method.22,23 In particular, Rappoport and Furche
have introduced the RI approximation24 to speed up the LRTDDFT calculations of excitation energies and analytical
gradients with local exchange-correlation functionals, such as
local-density approximation (LDA)25 and generalized gradient
approximation (GGA).26
The recently developed interpolative separable density
ﬁtting (ISDF) decomposition27 is able to eﬃciently compress
the redundant information in the set of orbital pairs and is
suitable for speeding up the two-electron integrals as well. The
key step of the ISDF decomposition is to select a set of
nonuniform grid points so that the values of the orbital pairs
evaluated at such grid points can be used to accurately
interpolate those evaluated at all grid points. The ISDF
method is similar in spirit to the THC approach.22,23 The
ISDF method has so far been applied to two-electrons
integrals,27 random phase approximation,28 density functional
perturbation theory,29 hybrid density functionals,30−32 Bethe−
Salpeter equation,33 quantum Monte Carlo simulations,34 and
Møller−Plesset perturbation theory.35 It should be noted that
this ISDF method can be used in both the atomic orbital and
canonical molecular orbital representation without knowing in
advance the form of auxiliary basis functions. For this reason,
the ISDF method can be used in both plane-wave30 and
Gaussian34,35 basis sets.
In the present work, we present an eﬃcient approach to
reduce the computational cost of LR-TDDFT calculations by
combining the ISDF decomposition with the iterative
diagonalization method. Our approach is to construct lowrank decomposition to the Hartree-exchange-correlation
integrals associated with the LR-TDDFT Hamiltonian and to
iteratively diagonalize the LR-TDDFT Hamiltonian. This
approach reduces the complexity of the LR-TDDFT
Hamiltonian construction to O(N3e ) with a much small preconstant. Here, we implement this ISDF decomposition for
accelerating the LR-TDDFT calculations in the KSSOLV36
software package, which is a MATLAB toolbox for solving the
Kohn−Sham equations in the plane-wave basis sets under the
periodic boundary condition. We show that this novel
approach accurately reproduces excitation energies in molecules and solids with a signiﬁcantly reduced computational
cost. We use the LR-TDDFT + ISDF calculations to
investigate the excited-state properties of liquid water
absorption on MoS2 and phosphorene.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a brief
description of the theoretical methodology, covering the LRTDDFT method, the ISDF method, the combination of the
LR-TDDFT and ISDF methods, and then the iterative ISDF
method. Section 3 validates the computational accuracy and
eﬃciency of the ISDF decomposition to accelerate the LRTDDFT calculations and then presents scientiﬁc applications
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to liquid water on 2D semiconductors. A summary and outlook
is given in Section 4.

2. METHODOLOGY
2.1. Linear-Response Time-Dependent Density Functional Theory. The linear-response time-dependent density
functional theory (LR-TDDFT) yields an eigenvalue problem
of the form
(1)
HX = ΛX
where X is the excitation wavefunctions and Λ is the
corresponding excitation energies. The LR-TDDFT Hamiltonian H has the following block structure
É
ÅÄÅ D + 2V
2WHxc ÑÑÑÑ
ÅÅ
Hxc
Å
ÑÑ
H = ÅÅÅ
ÑÑ
†
† Ñ
ÅÅ −2WHxc
−
−
D
2
V
ÑÖ
Hxc Ñ
(2)
ÅÇ
where D(ivic, jvjc) = (ϵic − ϵiv)δivjvδicjc is an Nvc × Nvc (Nvc =
NvNc) diagonal matrix with the orbital energies ϵiv (iv = 1,2, ...,
Nv) associated with selected valence orbitals ψiv(r) and the
orbital energies ϵic (ic = 1,2, ..., Nc) associated with selected
conduction orbitals ψic(r) used in the LR-TDDFT calculations.
These energies are typically obtained from the Kohn−Sham
density functional theory (KSDFT) calculations. The V and W
matrices represent the Hartree-exchange-correlation integrals
deﬁned as

∫

VHxc(ivic , jv jc ) = ψi*(r)ψi (r)fHxc (r, r′)ψ j (r′)ψ j*(r′)
v

c

v

c

dr dr′

∫

WHxc(ivic , jv jc ) = ψi*(r)ψi (r)fHxc (r, r′)ψ j*(r′)ψ j (r′)
v

c

v

c

dr dr′
(3)

where f Hxc is the Hartree-exchange-correlation kernel deﬁned
as
fHxc (r, r′) = νH(r, r′) + fxc [ρ](r, r′)
=

δν [ρ](r)
1
+ xc
δρ(r′)
|r − r′|

(4)

ΣiNv e |ψi (r)|2
v

where ρ(r) =
is the electron density.
Under the Tamm−Dancoﬀ approximation (TDA),3 WHxc
can be neglected and H becomes the Hermitian matrix
rewritten as
H = D + 2VHxc

(5)

where the Hartree-exchange-correlation integrals VHxc can be
rewritten as the multiplication of fHxc ∈  Nr × Nr with the
transposed Khatri−Rao product (also known as face-splitting
product)37 matrix Pvc = {ρvc (r) ≔ ψi*(r)ψi (r)} ∈  Nr × Nvc for
v

c

the valence and conduction orbitals (ψiv(r) and ψic(r)) in real
space ({ri}Ni=1r )
†
VHxc = Pvc
fHxc Pvc
†
†
=Pvc
vHPvc + Pvc
fxc Pvc

(6)

For simplicity, we only use the local-density approximation
(LDA) functional in the KSDFT calculations in this work.
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Because the LDA exchange-correlation kernel f xc is diagonal in
real space ({ri}Ni=1r ), the exchange-correlation integral Vxc =
P†vcf xcPvc can be directly and eﬃciently computed in real space
but with a high computational complexity of NrN2v N2c ∼ O(N5e ).
For the Hartree integral VH = P†vcvHPvc, we need to transform it
into reciprocal space ({Gi}Ni=1g ), in which the Hartree potential
vH is diagonal v̂H(G) = 4π/|G|2 (notice that v̂H(G = 0) = 0)
and the VH = P̂ †vcv̂HP̂ vc can be eﬃciently computed in reciprocal
space. In this work, we use the fast Fourier transforms (FFTs)
to transform between real ({ri}Ni=1r ) and reciprocal ({Gi}Ni=1g )
spaces. In addition to performing NvNc ∼ O(N2e ) FFTs to
Pvc = {ρvc (r)} ∈  Nr × Nvc
to
transfer
from
N
×
N
g
vc
Pvĉ = {ρvĉ (G)} ∈ 
, the Hartree integral V H still
requires a high computational complexity of NgN2v N2c ∼ O(N5e ).
After constructing the LR-TDDFT Hamiltonian H, the next
step is to explicitly diagonalize the LR-TDDFT Hamiltonian H
with an ultrahigh complexity of N3v N3c ∼ O(N6e ) and obtain the
excitation wavefunctions X and energies Λ.
It should be noted that, for large uniform basis sets, such as
plane-waves, Ng is typically much larger than Nv or Nc. The
number No of occupied orbitals is either Ne or Ne/2 depending
on how the spin is counted. The number of conduction
orbitals Nc included in the LR-TDDFT calculations is typically
a small multiple of Nv (the precise number being a free
parameter to be converged), whereas Ng is often much larger
than 100 × Ne due to the high accuracy of plane-wave basis
sets. In addition, the grid number in real space is typically 15
times larger than that in reciprocal space (Nr ≈ 15 × Ng) in the
plane-wave basis sets.
2.2. Interpolative Separable Density Fitting Decomposition. In order to reduce the computational cost of twoelectron integrals for constructing the LR-TDDFT Hamiltonian, one eﬃcient way is to exploit the numerical rank
deﬁciency of the pair products {ρ i j (r) ≔ ψ i (r)ϕj(r)}1 ≤ i ≤ m,1 ≤ j ≤ n of orbitals (ψi(r) and ϕj(r)) in real
space by using the low-rank approximation. Several methods,
including the Resolution-of-the-identity (RI-K)12−15 approximation, the tensor hypercontraction (THC)22,23 method, and
the interpolative separable density ﬁtting (ISDF) decomposition,27,30,31 have been proposed to use a small number Nμ
of auxiliary basis functions (ABFs) {ξμ(r)}1 ≤ μ ≤ N μ to
represent ρij(r) so that

The interpolation points are selected from real space grid
Nr
points {ri}i=1
by using the randomized sampling QR
factorization with column pivoting (QRCP)30 procedure or
machine learning methods (K-means clustering).31 Both
methods yield the smallest value Nμ ≈ t mn (where t is a
small constant referred to as the rank parameter) superior to
μ
the RI-K and THC methods.30 {ξμ}Nμ=1
are the interpolation
vectors (ABFs) sampled on real space {ri}Ni=1r , which can be
eﬃciently computed with the least squares procedure. It should
be noted that the computational complexity of the ISDF
decomposition only scales as O(N3e ).30
Furthermore, the ISDF method can be applied in both
plane-wave30 and Gaussian34,35 basis sets because it can be
used in both the atomic orbital and canonical molecular orbital
representations without knowing in advance the form of ABFs,
superior to the RI-K and THC methods, which have been
widely used in the Gaussian basis sets. For the Gaussian basis
sets, the Head-Gordon group has recently done an interesting
work to accelerate the Hartree−Fock and Møller−Plesset
perturbation theory calculations by using the ISDF method.35
In this work, we implement this ISDF decomposition for
accelerating the LR-TDDFT calculations in the plane-wave
basis sets under the periodic boundary condition.
In the context of LR-TDDFT, we have m = Nv ∼ O(Ne) and
n = Nc ∼ O(Ne). Hence, the ISDF procedure can compress mn
∼ O(N2e ) functions into a much smaller number (Nμ ≈ tNe ∼
O(Ne)) of ABFs {ξμ(r)}. It should be noted that only this rank
parameter t determines the computational accuracy of the
ISDF method.
2.3. Low-Rank Representation for LR-TDDFT via ISDF.
In the context of LR-TDDFT, the ISDF decomposition can be
applied to the orbital product matrix
Pvc = {ρvc (r) ≔ ψi*(r)ψi (r)} ∈  Nr × Nvc then
v

v

N

Ψc = {ψi (rμ̂ )}μ=μ 1 ∈  Nμ× Nc , and ⊙ denotes the transposed
c
Khatri−Rao product.
Under the ISDF decomposition of
Pvc = {ρvc (r) ≔ ψi*(r)ψi (r)} ∈  Nr × Nvc , the Hart re e-exv
c
change-correlation term can be written as
†
VHxc = Pvc
(vH + fxc )Pvc

(7)

=(Ψ*v ⊙ Ψc)*(VH̃ + Vxc̃ )(Ψ*v ⊙ Ψc)

where
are the expansion coeﬃcients (a third-order tensor).
The key spirit of these methods lies in the fact that the orbital
pair products {ρij(r) ≔ ψi(r)ϕj(r)}1 ≤ i ≤ m,1 ≤ j ≤ n in real space
are linearly dependent and the numerical rank deﬁciency can
be revealed with the singular value decomposition (SVD).38
In particular, the key spirit of the ISDF decomposition is to
decompose the third-order tensor {Cijμ} into a transposed
Khatri−Rao product of two matrices

where
have

μ
{r̂μ}Nμ=1

†

(8)

Nμ

∑ ξμ(r)ψi(rμ̂ )ϕj(rμ̂ )
μ=1

Nμ × Nμ

†

(11)
Nμ × Nμ

where VH̃ = Ξ vH Ξ ∈ 
and Vxc̃ = Ξ fxc Ξ ∈ 
are
the projected Hartree and exchange-correlation integrals under
the auxiliary basis sets Ξ, respectively. Therefore, VHxc can be
evaluated explicitly as three matrix multiplications performed
in sequence, which is more eﬃcient than conventional integrals
with a high computational cost of (Ng + Nr)N2v N2c . The
computational cost of these calculations is signiﬁcantly reduced
to (Ng + Nr)N2μ + NμN2v N2c , where the ﬁrst term is the cost of
computing Ṽ H + Ṽ xc under the ISDF basis set and the second
term is the cost for three matrix multiplications. However, the
computational complexity still highly scales up to O(N5e ),
which is expensive even for systems containing hundreds of
atoms. An eﬀective solution is to combine implicitly
constructing and iteratively diagonalizing the LR-TDDFT
Hamiltonian, in which VHxc can be kept in the factored form

denote a set of interpolation points, and then we

ρij (r) = ψi(r)ϕj(r) ≈

N

N

Cijμ

Cμij = ψi(rμ̂ )ϕj(rμ̂ )

(10)

where Ξ = {ξμ(r)}μ=μ 1 ∈  Nr × Nμ , Ψv = {ψi (rμ̂ )}μ=μ 1 ∈  Nμ× Nv ,

∑ ξμ(r)Cμij
μ=1

c

Pvc ≈ Ξ(Ψ*v ⊙ Ψc)

Nμ

ρij (r) = ψi(r)ϕj(r) ≈

Article

(9)
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Here, we propose to combine iterative methods with ISDF
decomposition to further reduce the computational cost during
each iteration step in the Davidson method. The key step is to
project the Hartree-exchange-correlation term onto the ISDF
subspace and obtain the projected HISDF under the ISDF ABFs
Ξ, which is deﬁned as

via ISDF. Then the computational cost bottleneck is only
attributed to the ﬁrst term of (Ng + Nr)N2μ ∼ O(N3e ).
2.4. Iterative Diagonalization of LR-TDDFT via ISDF.
In the conventional approaches, excitation energies and
wavefunctions can be directly computed by explicitly diagonalizing the LR-TDDFT Hamiltonian H but with an ultrahigh
complexity of N3v N3c ∼ O(N6e ). An improved approach is to use
iterative diagonalization methods, such as the Davidson,7
Lanczos,8 and LOBPCG9 algorithms, to implicitly diagonalize
the LR-TDDFT Hamiltonian H with a moderate computational cost of kN2v N2c ∼ kO(N4e ) (k is the number of few desired
eigenvalues and eigenvectors). Furthermore, if H is kept in the
factored form, iterative diagonalization methods can further
reduce the computational cost to k(Ng + Nr)NvNc ∼ kO(N3e ).
We use the Davidson method10,11 recently developed in the
LR-TDDFT calculations.
The Davidson method can iteratively solve the linear
eigenvalue problem on a subspace Sk ∈  Nvc × k with the form
HXk = ΛkXk

HISDF = (Ψ†v ⊙ Ψc)† (D + 2VH̃ + 2Vxc̃ )(Ψ†v ⊙ Ψc)

(14)

This expensive step only requires to one time constructing
the projected HISDF with the computational cost of k(Ng + Nr)
N2μ.
For the iteration steps in the Davidson method, we only
require to iteratively project the small Hamiltonian HISDF onto
the subspace Sk with a cheap computational cost of kNμNvNc
(Nμ ≈ No). Therefore, this Davidson + ISDF method can
signiﬁcantly reduce the total computational time compared to
the standard Davidson method in the LR-TDDFT calculations.
For the Davidson + ISDF method, if the number of selected
eigenvalues and eigenvectors is small (k ≪ Ne), the complexity
of diagonalizing the LR-TDDFT Hamiltonian only scales
O(N3e ), similar to the case of implicitly constructing the LRTDDFT Hamiltonian. The pseudocode of the Davidson +
ISDF method is shown in Algorithm 2.

(12)

The key step in the Davidson method is to project H onto
the subspace Sk (Hs = Sk†HSk ∈ k × k ) and solve the projected
eigenvalue problem HsCk = S†k SkΛkCk. The excitation wavefunctions Xk = SkCk can be directly computed from the
subspace Sk and coeﬃcients Ck.
It should be noted that Hs = S†k HSk is required to compute
from right-hand sides
†
Hs = Sk†DSk + 2Sk†{Pvc
[(νH + fxc )(PvcSk)]}

Article

(13)

For each iteration in the Davidson method, the total
computational cost of implicitly constructing and diagonalizing
the LR-TDDFT Hamiltonian H is k(Ng + Nr)NvNc + k3 ∼
kO(N3e ) (Supporting Information). Therefore, this Davidson
method can signiﬁcantly reduce the total computational time
in the LR-TDDFT calculations. The pseudocode of the
Davidson method is shown in Algorithm 1.

Table 1 summarizes the computational cost for constructing
(explicitly and implicitly) and diagonalizing (directly and
Table 1. Computational Cost for Constructing (Explicitly
and Implicitly) and Diagonalizing (Directly and Iteratively)
the LR-TDDFT Hamiltonian under the ISDF ABFs
Compared to Conventional Methods in the LR-TDDFT
Calculationsa
LR-TDDFT
direct
direct + ISDF
iterative
iterative + ISDF

However, the standard Davidson method requires to
implicitly constructing the LR-TDDFT Hamiltonian H during
each iteration step with the computational cost of k(Ng + Nr)
NvNc. For common molecular and solid systems, the standard
Davidson method always takes several iterations (always larger
than 10). Notice that for plane-wave basis sets, Nr and Ng are
typically much larger than Nc or Nv (Nr ≈ 15 × Ng, Ng ≈ 100 ×
Nv, and Nv ≈ Nc). Therefore, the standard Davidson method
still takes much time for implicitly constructing the LRTDDFT Hamiltonian H during each iteration step, although
this iterative method is much faster than the direct
diagonalization method, which requires explicitly constructing
and directly diagonalizing the LR-TDDFT Hamiltonian.

construction
Nr)N2v N2c
Nr)N2μ +

(Ng +
(Ng +
NμN2v N2c
k(Ng + Nr)NvNc
k(Ng + Nr)N2μ

diagonalization
N3v N3c
N3v N3c
k(Ng + Nr)NvNc
kNμNvNc

Notice that Nr ≈ 15 × Ng, Ng ≈ 100 × No, and Nμ ≈ Nv ≈ Nc ≈ No
∼ O(Ne) in the plane-wave basis sets.
a

iteratively) the LR-TDDFT Hamiltonian under the ISDF ABFs
compared to conventional direct and iterative diagonalization
methods in the LR-TDDFT calculations.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, we demonstrate the computational accuracy
and eﬃciency of the ISDF decomposition to accelerate the LRTDDFT calculations of excitation energies in molecules and
solids. We implement the LR-TDDFT calculations in the
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KSSOLV36 software package, which is a MATLAB toolbox for
solving the Kohn−Sham equations in the plane-wave basis sets
under the periodic boundary condition. We use the
Hartwigsen−Goedecker−Hutter (HGH) norm-conserving
pseudopotentials39 and the LDA25 exchange-correlation functional in the LR-TDDFT calculations. All the calculations are
sequentially carried out on a single core. We check the
computational accuracy of these LR-TDDFT calculations10,11
by comparing the results with those obtained from the
standard pseudopotential plane-wave software Quantum
ESPRESSO (QE).40
We perform the LR-TDDFT calculations for molecular and
solid systems at the Γ point. In particular, we chose a fullerene
(C60) molecule and a bulk silicon Si64 system as plotted in
Figure 1. All these systems are closed shell systems, and the

Article

singular values of Pvc to accurately estimate the rank value of
Nμ in the LR-TDDFT + ISDF calculations.
Figure 2 plots the decremented singular values of orbital
product matrix Pvc associated with the C60 molecule and bulk

Figure 2. Decremented singular values of the orbital product matrix
Pvc for (a) C60 (Nv = Nc = No = 120) and (b) Si64 (Nv = Nc = No =
128) systems computed with the exact SVD method.

silicon Si64 system. We ﬁnd that the singular values of both C60
and Si64 decay rapidly with respect to the index of singular
values increases. In particular, the leading 523 (out of 14400)
and 886 (out of 16384) singular values for C60 and Si64
decrease rapidly toward zero (all other singular values are
below 10−5), respectively. The rank truncation ratios Nμ/Nvc
are 0.036 and 0.054 (the corresponding rank parameters t =
Nμ/Nv are 4.36 and 6.92) for C60 and Si64, respectively.
Therefore, the rank values of Nμ of C60 and Si64 are only
roughly 0.05 out of full rank Nvc without sacriﬁcing the
accuracy of low-rank approximation of the orbital product
matrix Pvc.
This prediction is conﬁrmed in Figure 3, which shows the
excitation energies and corresponding relative errors (ΔΛ =
(ΛISDF − Λ)/Λ, ΛISDF, and Λ are the excitation energies
computed with and without the ISDF method, respectively) of
C60 and Si64 systems computed with iterative Davidson and
ISDF methods. Three rank truncation ratios Nμ/Nvc = 0.001,
0.01, and 0.1 are used in these calculations, and corresponding
rank parameters t = Nμ/Nv are 0.12, 1.2, and 12.0 for C60 and
0.128, 1.28, and 12.8 for Si64. We ﬁnd that, for both C60 and
Si64 systems, the relative errors of excitation energies are
negligible (below 10−4) when the rank truncation ratio Nμ/Nvc
is set to 0.1. Notice that these relative errors slowly increase as
the rank truncation ratio is further decreased. The maximum
relative errors are 0.001 and 0.002 when Nμ/Nvc are 0.01 and
0.001, respectively. It should be noted that the bulk Si64 system
is more homogeneous than C60; therefore, the computational
accuracy of the Si64 system is higher than that of C60 by using
the ISDF decomposition for the LR-TDDFT calculations.
3.2. Computational Eﬃciency. In this section, we
demonstrate the computational eﬃciency of the ISDF
decomposition to accelerate the LR-TDDFT calculations and
report the computational cost for constructing (explicitly and
implicitly) and diagonalizing (directly and iteratively) the LRTDDFT Hamiltonian. The total time (in s) for the LRTDDFT calculations with the ISDF decomposition is
compared to conventional (direct and iterative) methods for

Figure 1. Atomic structures of (a) fullerene (C60) molecule and (b)
bulk silicon Si64 system. The gray and yellow balls denote carbon and
silicon atoms, respectively.

number of occupied orbitals is No = Ne/2, where Ne is the
valence electrons in the systems. In this work, we set the
numbers of selected valence Nv and conduction Nc orbitals, the
number k of selected excitation energies in iterative
diagonalization methods in the LR-TDDFT calculations
equal to the number No of occupied orbitals in the systems
(Nv = Nc = k = No). The kinetic energy cutoﬀ is set to 10 Ha
for these two systems (Table 2).
Table 2. Computational Parameters of Fullerene (C60)
Molecule and Bulk Silicon Si64 System Used in the LRTDDFT Calculations, Including the Supercell Length L
(Bohr), the Grid Numbers Nr and Ng in Real and Reciprocal
Space, and the Numbers Nv and Nc of Selected Valence and
Conduction Orbitals
system

L

Nr

Ng

Nv

Nc

C60
Si64

24.56
20.53

343000
205379

22335
13133

120
128

120
128

3.1. Computational Accuracy of Excitation Energies.
It should be noted that the computational accuracy of the
ISDF decomposition to accelerate the LR-TDDFT calculations
only depends the low-rank approximation of orbital product
matrix Pvc. The rank value of Nμ used in the ISDF
decomposition is the number of truncated singular values of
Pvc, which can be directly computed by using the exact SVD
method but with ultrahigh computational cost of N2r NvNc +
NrN2v N2c + N3v N3c ∼ O(N6e ). Hererin, we can use the truncated
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and Si64 systems, respectively. By combining the iterative
Davidson method with ISDF decomposition in the LRTDDFT calculations, we can signiﬁcantly reduce the computational time to 14.65 (46.97) s and 21.25 (55.71) s with the
rank truncation ratio of Nμ/Nvc = 0.001 (0.01) for the C60 and
Si64 systems, respectively. Therefore, the Davidson + ISDF
method can accelerate the LR-TDDFT calculations by nearly 2
orders of magnitude compared to conventional direct
diagonalization calculations (explicitly constructing and
directly diagonalizing the LR-TDDFT Hamiltonian).
In detail, we check the computational eﬃciency by using the
ISDF decomposition to accelerate explicitly constructing and
directly diagonalizing the LR-TDDFT Hamiltonian as shown
in Table 4. For the Si64 system (Nr = 205379, Ng = 13133, and
Table 4. Computational Time (in s) Spent in the LRTDDFT Calculations with the ISDF Decomposition To
Reduce the Cost for Explicitly Constructing the Hartree VH
and Exchange-Correlation Vxc Integrals as well as Directly
Diagonalizing the LR-TDDFT Hamiltonian H for the Si64
System

C60 and Si64 systems and summarized in Table 3. The total
times of direct diagonalization in the LR-TDDFT calculations
Table 3. Total Time (in s) for the LR-TDDFT Calculations
with the ISDF Decomposition Compared to Conventional
(Direct and Iterative) Methods for C60 and Si64 Systemsa
C60

Si64

direct diagonalization
direct + ISDF (0.1)
direct + ISDF (0.01)
direct + ISDF (0.001)
iterative Davidson
iterative + ISDF (0.1)
iterative + ISDF (0.01)
iterative + ISDF (0.001)

2382.68
1123.06
843.05
832.46
168.51
331.60
46.97
14.65

3238.45
1532.87
1347.09
1283.78
189.72
344.58
55.71
21.25

VH

Vxc

diag H

total

76.70
1.21
0.027
0.003

1203.44
23.82
0.778
0.058

1851.59
1220.92
1227.58
1279.70

3238.45
1532.87
1347.09
1283.78

Nv = Nc = 128), the times spent in explicitly constructing the
Hartree VH and exchange-correlation Vxc integrals as well as
directly diagonalizing the LR-TDDFT Hamiltonian H in the
LR-TDDFT calculations are 194.13 (76.70 + 117.43),
1203.44, and 1851.59 s, respectively. Notice that the
exchange-correlation integral Vxc is directly computed in real
space but with a high computational cost of NrN2v N2c ∼ 1203.44
s, while the Hartree integral VH is transformed and computed
in reciprocal space with a small computational cost of
NgN2v N2c ∼ 76.70 s, in which an extra cost of NgNvNc log Ng∼
117.43 s for the FFTs is required to transfer between real and
reciprocal spaces. In particular, an ultrahigh computational cost
of N3v N3c ∼ 1851.59 s is spent for directly diagonalizing the LRTDDFT Hamiltonian H. Therefore, the total time spent in the
LR-TDDFT calculations for the Si64 system is as expansive as
3238.45 s.
As discussed in Section 2.3, the ISDF decomposition can
signiﬁcantly reduce the high computational cost for explicitly
constructing the Hartree and exchange-correlation integrals to
NgN2μ + NrN2μ + NμN2v N2c ∼ 0.037 + 0.058 + 0.381 = 0.476 s
under the ISDF ABFs (the rank truncation ratio Nμ/Nvc is set
to 0.001 in this case and corresponding rank parameter t = Nμ/
Nv = 0.128). Furthermore, the extra cost of FFTs is also
signiﬁcantly reduced and only required NgNμ log Ng ∼ 0.034 s.
Therefore, the computational cost of explicitly constructing the
Hartree and exchange-correlation integrals under the ISDF
ABFs is almost negligible in the LR-TDDFT calculations for
the Si64 system. The total times of ISDF are 1.18 (0.91 + 0.27),
14.47 (11.86 + 2.60), and 270.04 (238.86 + 31.18) s for the
rank truncation ratio Nμ/Nvc = 0.001, 0.01, and 0.1 used in the
LR-TDDFT + ISDF calculations, respectively. It should be
noticed that, for the case of the rank truncation ratio Nμ/Nvc =
0.1, the QRCP time (238.86 s) for selecting the interpolation
points in ISDF becomes expensive. This issue can be solved by
using the machine learning methods (K-means clustering),

Figure 3. Excitation energies and corresponding relative errors of
(a,c) C60 and (b,d) Si64 systems computed with iterative Davidson
and ISDF methods. Three rank truncation ratios Nμ/Nvc = 0.001,
0.01, and 0.1 are used in the LR-TDDFT + ISDF calculations.

system

method
direct
ISDF (0.1)
ISDF (0.01)
ISDF (0.001)

a
Two rank truncation ratios Nμ/Nvc = 0.001, 0.01, and 0.1 are used in
the LR-TDDFT + ISDF calculations.

for the C60 and Si64 systems are 2382.68 and 3238.45 s,
respectively. We use three rank truncation ratios Nμ/Nvc of
0.001, 0.01, and 0.1 in the LR-TDDFT + ISDF calculations.
We ﬁnd that the ISDF decomposition can accelerate the direct
LR-TDDFT calculations by a factor of 3 for both C60 and Si64
systems. Interestingly, the iterative Davidson method can
further reduce the total time to 168.51 and 189.72 s for the C60
969
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calculations and enable us to examine the excited-state
properties of liquid water absorption on 2D semiconductors
at the nanoscale. It is well known that, due to desirable
optoelectronic properties (ideal band gap, high carrier
mobility, and strong visible light absorption), 2D semiconductors,41,42 such as graphitic carbon nitride (g-C3N4),43
molybdenum disulﬁde (MoS2),44 and phosphorene,45 have
been proposed as potential candidates for photocatalytic water
splitting in photoelectrochemical cells. Therefore, great eﬀorts
have been made to theoretically reveal the intrinsic mechanism
of the photocatalytic water splitting process in 2D semiconductors, especially the energy band diagram of water and
2D semiconductors.45 However, the excited-state properties of
liquid water on 2D semiconductors at the nanoscale, known as
the dielectric screening eﬀect, are rarely examined due to the
ultrahigh computational cost in the LR-TDDFT calculations.
In this work, we investigate the excited-state properties of
liquid water absorption on MoS2 and phosphorene by using
the LR-TDDFT + ISDF calculations. We choose ﬁve systems,
including liquid water (H2O)32 (No = 128), MoS2 (Mo12S24,
No = 108), and phosphorene (P24, No = 60) monolayers as well
as liquid water absorption on MoS2 ((H2O)32/Mo12S24, No =
236) and phosphorene ((H2O)32/P24, No = 188) as shown in
Figure 4a,b. In particular, the atomic structures of liquid water

which are much cheaper than QRCP but with similar
computational accuracy.31 However, direct diagonalization of
LR-TDDFT Hamiltonian H still takes a high computational
cost of 1279.70 s, and the total time is up to 1283.78 s.
This issue can be eﬃciently solved by using the iterative
Davidson diagonalization method, which only computes a
series of desired low excitation energies in the LR-TDDFT
eigenvalue problem. The total time is further reduced to
189.72 s by using the iterative Davidson method in the LRTDDFT calculations for the Si64 system as shown in Table 5.
In detail, for the initialization at the beginning of Davidson
iterations, it takes 6.44 s for computing the valence-conduction
orbital products Pvc in real space.
Table 5. Computational Time (in s) Spent in the LRTDDFT Calculations Combining the Iterative Davidson
Method with ISDF Decomposition for the Si64 System,
Including the Initialization at the Beginning of Davidson
Iterations, the Computation of Projected Density PSk =
PvcSk, and Residual Vectors Rk = HXk − ΛkXk, as well as the
Diagonalization of Projected LR-TDDFT Hamiltonian Hs
during Each Davidson Iterationa
method

init

PSk

Rk

diag Hs

total

iterative
ISDF (0.1)
ISDF (0.01)
ISDF (0.001)

6.44
269.60
14.91
1.17

3.59
0.061
0.014
0.008

10.43
5.44
0.051
0.079

0.031
0.276
0.025
0.023

189.72
344.58
55.71
21.25

Article

a

The Davidson method requires 9 times of iterations for the Si64
system.

During each Davidson iteration, there are two expensive
parts: one is to compute the projected density PSk = PvcSk with
a computational cost of kNgNvNc∼ 3.59 s, and another is to
compute the residual vectors Rk = HXk − ΛkXk with a
computational cost of k(Ng + Nr)NvNc∼ 10.43 s. In particular,
the diagonalization part only takes 0.031 s, which is much
faster than that (1851.59 s) in the direct diagonalization
method. The Davidson method requires 9 times of iterations
for the Si64 system, and its total time is about 189.72 s. Notice
that other cheap parts during the Davidson iteration are not
discussed in detail here.
Combining the iterative Davidson method with ISDF
decomposition in the LR-TDDFT calculations, the computational cost of the Davision + ISDF method can be signiﬁcantly
reduced to NμNvNc. In detail, the ﬁrst step is to project the LRTDDFT Hamiltonian H on the ISDF ABFs. The expensive
part is the ISDF decomposition, which takes 1.17 (14.91 and
269.60) s when the the rank truncation ratio Nμ/Nvc is set to
0.001 (0.01 and 0.1) for the Si64 system. This part only takes
one time as the initialization at the beginning of Davidson
iterations for the Davision + ISDF method.
During each Davidson iteration in the ISDF + Davidson
method, two expensive parts for computing the projected
density and residual vectors only require a low computational
cost of NμNvNc and the computational time is almost
negligible, only takes 0.008 + 0.079 = 0.088 s. Therefore, the
total time of the Davision + ISDF method only requires 21.25
s, which is much faster than that (189.72 s) used in the
standard Davidson method.
3.3. Applications to Liquid Water on 2D Semiconductors. The ISDF method can signiﬁcantly reduce the
computational cost of excitation energies in the LR-TDDFT

Figure 4. Side views of atomic structures of liquid water (H2O)32
absorption on 2D (a) MoS2 and (b) phosphorene. The white, red,
violet, yellow, and blue balls denote hydrogen, oxygen, phosphorus,
sulfur, and molybdenum atoms, respectively. (c) Density of states
(DOS) of excitation energies of liquid water, 2D MoS2, and
phosphorene monolayers as well as liquid water absorption on
MoS2 and phosphorene computed with the LR-TDDFT + ISDF
calculations.

(H2O)32 are obtained starting from a prepared initial guess.46
We set the kinetic energy cutoﬀ to be 20 Ha for these ﬁve
systems. We ﬁrst perform the ab initio molecular dynamics
(AIMD) simulations at room temperature (T = 300 K) for
these ﬁve systems and then relax the geometry structures with
a nonlinear conjugate gradient (CG) algorithm until total
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future, we will implement a parallel version suitable for largescale distributed memory parallel computers. Such an
implementation will allow us to tackle much larger problems
for which the favorable scaling of the ISDF approach will be
more pronounced.

energy and atomic forces are converged within error tolerances
of 10−5 eV and 10−2 eV·Å−1, respectively. We set the numbers
of selected valence and conduction orbitals in the LR-TDDFT
calculations to be Nv = Nc = 60 (the number of excitation
energies is 3600) and the rank truncation ratio Nμ/Nvc to be
0.01 for the ISDF decomposition with a maximum relative
error of 0.01 for these ﬁve systems.
We compute the density of states of excitation energies of
liquid water, MoS2, and phosphorene monolayers as well as
liquid water absorption on MoS2 and phosphorene by using
the LR-TDDFT + ISDF calculations as shown in Figure 4c.
The lowest excitation energies (ﬁrst excitation energies) are
4.20, 1.7, and 1.1 eV for liquid water, MoS2, and phosphorene,
respectively. It should be noticed that the black curve of liquid
water is much lower than those of other systems because the
excitation energies of liquid water are much larger than those
of other systems (Supporting Information). For liquid water
absorption on MoS2 and phosphorene, the lowest excitation
energies are slightly changed to 1.7 and 1.1 eV, respectively.
Furthermore, we ﬁnd that the aqueous environment has a weak
eﬀect on low excitation energies (<2.0 eV) of 2D semiconductors for photocatalytic water splitting.
However, as the excitation energies become larger, such an
aqueous eﬀect becomes stronger after water adsorption on the
photocatalysts due to the strong dielectric screening eﬀect of
water. Thus, the water environment has a strong eﬀect on the
high excitation energies (>2.5 eV) of 2D semiconductors for
photocatalytic water splitting. In particular, for water
absorption on MoS2, the highest peak is transferred from 4.4
to 3.6 eV; thus, the water environment induces a red-shift for
water absorption on MoS2. Liquid water induces a signiﬁcant
increase of the excitation states above 2.4 eV for MoS2 and 6.2
eV for phosphorene. Furthermore, for water absorption on
MoS2 and phosphorene, there are much more excited states
between water and them. Therefore, the number of excited
states of 2D semiconductors upon water absorption has
increased a lot compared to freestanding cases. Therefore, the
aqueous environment can eﬃciently enhance the excitation
processes and generate more new excited states between water
and 2D semiconductors during photocatalytic water splitting.
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4. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
In summary, we demonstrate that the interpolative separable
density ﬁtting (ISDF) decomposition combined with the
iterative diagonalization method can be used to eﬃciently and
accurately accelerate linear-response time-dependent density
functional theory (LR-TDDFT) calculations in molecules and
solids. The iterative ISDF method allows us to reduce the
complexity of the Hamiltonian construction from O(N6e ) to
O(N3e ) with a small pre-constant. We show that this method
accurately reproduces excitation energies in the fullerene (C60)
molecule and bulk silicon Si64 system with signiﬁcantly reduced
computational cost compared to conventional direct and
iterative calculations.
We also use the LR-TDDFT + ISDF calculations to
investigate the excited-state properties of liquid water
absorption on MoS2 and phosphorene by using the LRTDDFT calculations. Our computational results show that the
water environment has a weak eﬀect on low excitation energies
but a strong eﬀect on high excitation energies of 2D
semiconductors during photocatalytic water splitting.
The performance results reported here are based on a
sequential implementation of the ISDF method. In the near
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